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For A Better Bangor 
Public Engagement Feedback

“Putting the Heart Back into Bangor”



To run a programme of activities that engaged with a wide public audience providing
information on the process and listening to issues raised

 
� Increase peoples knowledge of the local area and its Built History. To show how

the built and physical landscape contribute to the Townscape Character. Provide an
explanation of technical terminology that Consultants will use and thereby
increasing peoples understanding and contribution in the process.

 
� Initiate and facilitate a substantial, comprehensive and expansive community

participation role in the Queens Parade re development.  This is to enable a wide
range of local voices to be included in the decision making process for re-creating
a new and vibrant space in the heart of Bangor.  

 
� Ensure that the engagement/consultation aspects of the planning process are as

wide reaching and meaningful as possible. 
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A recap of FABB’s Public Engagement



The programme was funded by the Northern Ireland Environment Agency
(NIEA), with support from PLACE – the Northern Ireland Built

Environment Centre, and North Down Borough Council.  
� Walking Tours
◦ Queens Parade
◦ Historic Hamilton Road
◦ Castle Demesne
� Coffee Evenings @ Red Berry
� Facebook Discussion
� Questionnaires
� Workshop with statutory agencies  
� Project 24 Lilac Pod
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FABB Public Engagement Programme 
Feb – May 2014



� Generally everyone agreed that the process has been a positive experience
allowing‘conversations that never happen’ to take place.As participants continued
to engage they began to suggest a variety of possibilities to address many of the
issues.

 
� Through this process participants have felt that they have become more engaged

and develop a better understanding of the project.  A popular response was that
more of these types of events were needed to be held so that others could get
involved.  

 
� One participant said, “the coffee evenings had created an ‘achievement of

empathy’ were ‘similarities had been found’ and ‘new friendships developed’.  For
another participant, “this was the first they ever spoke at one of these types of
events”.
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Coffee / Walks – Discussions



� Provision for Tourists, open space accessibility, covered event space
� Small shops and walkways to create a sense of exploring shopping
� No ‘Kiss me quick’ resort developments
� Traffic access to the site, deliveries and parking
� Community Facilities
� Proposals need to incorporate the carpark on the seaward side of Queens Parade
� Provision for Town Centre Residents
� Provision for Bangor area residents
� Residential areas for all incomes
� New buildings to be sympathic to the surrounding buildings materials, details and

arrangement, viewed from all sides
� The Development should creatively use the natural slope maximizing views and

using vertical elements
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Coffee / Walks – the List of Important
Issues Raised (1)



 
� How to interperate history?
� Development to celebrate the seaside, including the Marina
� A fear of change and trust in the process - how will the communication be

maintained?
� Inclusion of youth and schools into the engagement / participation
� Social inclusion of the Project both during its construction and its legacy 

 
� The wider context - this redevelopment should not be considered as just within

the redline.  The redevelopment of this site is key to the future redeveloping of the
Town Centre.  Queens Parade Carpark, McKee Clock and the Marina, all sites
where significant redevelopment can occur. There needs to be consideration with
the   Town Centre Masterplan.
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Coffee / Walks – the List of Important
Issues Raised (2)



� The For A Better Bangor  facebook pages have stirred many debates and often
long in the night!

 
� Its membership has also increased dramatically during the period of the Challenge

fund, from 230 in March to 567 today.
 
� Topics were varied, insightful, innovative, colourful, graphic, sometimes negative,

at times humorous! – but always civil.
 
� The discussion pages have been distilled and summarised on the following slides:-
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Facebook Discussion - Intro



“Queens Parade isn't about a shiny new development,
it's about restoring the heart and soul of Bangor ...its

about giving Bangor a character once again, it's
about creating something that is functional, beautiful

and sustainable”
 

  Ian Nesbitt, Bangor.
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Facebook Discussion – A Quote



� Debates abounded on whether Queens Parade should be a ‘Victoria Square’ type
development or an open, outdoor plaza type - the outdoor edged it. 

 
� Indoor has no sense of a holiday experience, no fresh air and perhaps an out-of-

date development.  It should not be “an over-sized development led vision to make
money without regard for what the town needs”  

 
� An outdoor plaza would be Council owned and controlled, surrounded by private

and public development, and it should connect to the rest of the town centre and
the seafront. The Plaza design should allow for flexibility, to be able to
accommodate special events, concerts, fairs and speciality markets, a skating rink
in winter! It should be available for all year round use, and weather proofed. It
should have a particular attraction e.g. dancing fountains, sculptures, a floor piano,
tall fish tank!

 
� Throughout Europe, town squares and plaza's/piazza's seem to be central to the

town-scape architecture. 
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Facebook Discussion - QP Development



� Discussion centred on whether Bangor is a market town, a seaside town, its
character, its relationship to Belfast and Newtownards, its Christian background,
its past growth, its heritage, its heyday!

 
� Many people harped back to its heyday, but this was equally balanced by those

wanting to look forward to a more prosperous future, pointing to the better aspects
of Bangor today for leisure activities, refering to Pickie Funpark, Aurora, the
Walled Garden, alongside those from the past that are still here –
Ballyholme beach, pitch & put and tennis courts, Ward Park and Castle Park

 
“We are never going to be big enough to directly compete with Belfast where

'everything' is within 5/10 mins of each other! So what we get done has to be
something different/special to make people want to come to Bangor again!”  Brian

Higgins, Bangor
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Facebook Discussion – What type of town
is Bangor?



� An “Anchor Store” – big names don’t invest in small towns, but would be a draw
to bring people into the town centre. Could Bangor attract a big name? A Selfridge
local store or Waitrose would work in a town that was originally Victorian
designed that would be something Belfast doesn't have or any other town in
Northern Ireland.

� Roof top restaurants would be an attractive enterprise, taking in panaromic views
of the marina and bay.

� An Office Complex to serve small / medium enterprises would be an attractive
location for new generation industries, and bring with it more workers to the town
with spending power.

� Apartments – general acceptance that apartments would augment the existing
population in the town centre – would help create more community spirit and
support local shops/retail/leisure establishments. An apartment complex should be
at the rear of the development area, not in front, but high enough to benefit from
the views over the bay and marina.  
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Facebook Discussion – Multi-purpose Use
(1)



� A Museum – to replace the existing one at the Castle. This one to include the
many artifacts currently in storage, plus new aspects and themes, such as maritime,
Christian or wartime, also gallery space. Entice a national museum to establish an
offshoot in Northern Ireland – Tate, Victoria & Albert, or locally the Ulster Folk
& Transport.  

� A Tourist Information Centre – provide much needed space for the existing
centre at Tower House, to bring it in line with today’s concept of a Visitor Centre. 

� A new Theatre for Bangor – debates centred on whether a theatre could be
sustained, considering seat occupancy in theatres in other towns. People were
confused from having currently no theatre in the town, to maybe having three –
one in the new development, the Drama Club opening in the Good Templar Hall
and the new SERC theatre already under construction. However SERC is only
available for community use outside termtime. Most contributors believed a theatre
would be viable provided it is designed as a form of multi-use space entertainment
space.
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Facebook Discussion – Multi-purpose Use
(2)



� Its Architecture / Design - no mock Victorian re-creation. Something considerate
of the past without being an alien monstrosity.  A hint of the Art Deco to reflect
the iconic Tonic cinema! Ground floor – shops, 1st floor office space, 2nd floor &
Attic apartments. Adaptable retail and office space it can evolve with ever
changing economic cycles.

 
� Christian Heritage – many examples of naming the ‘space’ in honour of our

Saints – St Comgalls Square, with accesses to the area from Main St and Queens
Parade, such as St Galls Gate. 

  
� The Parade – various comments were made that the road between the proposed

development and the seafront is a barrier. Suggested solutions included removing
it, putting in a tunnel, putting a raised walkway over it and curving it. To reduce
traffic on it, King Street & Southwell Road could be widened.
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Facebook Discussion – It’s Looks



� Car parking – lots of discussion and suggestions cumulating in a
general consensus that the existing Queens Parade car park should go underground
and the surface/roof used as civic space. There were many concerns that the string
of carparks along the seafront from Lorelei to the Long Hole separated the town
from the sea.  

 
� Marina – not visitor friendly. Many comments that other marinas can be

accessed easily by the public. General view it should be made more of, for the
visitor, as a tourist attraction.  

 
� A Beach – many debates for and against re-introducing a beach. The compromise

would be to ‘construct’ a man-made beach, perhaps on the roof of the Queens
Parade underground car park, or at least, a reasonably sized paddling pool.  
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Facebook Discussion – Beyond QP



� At the commencement of our Public Engagement, Fabb produced a questionnaire
entitled “A New Heart For Bangor” – “What do YOU want to see in the new
Queens’s Parade?”

 
� Respondents used a scale from Very Important, Important, Don’t mind,

through to Not sure and Definitely No.
 
� Questionnaires were distributed on walks, at coffee evenings, in coffee shops

throughout the town centre and on-line.
 
� Questionnaires were tallied and analysed according to those questions that gained

most positively scored, through to those most negatively scored, and the comments
summarised on the following slides.
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Questionnaires - Intro



Small local shops/businesses  
         Buildings/activities that are Tourist attractions      
               Covered event space
                  Open space, green space
                      Café, restaurants
                         Smaller buildings walkways
                           Community facilities     
                               Create public views over marina    
                                  Arts, craft, culture                                        
                                   Youth activities                                            
                                       Emphasis on past/heritage
                                         Retain space in public ownership
                                           Modern contemporary architectural style -blends                                    

           
                                             Style in keeping with Victorian        
                                                 Work & Live accommodation King/S’well          
                                                    Residential – above other units         
                                                      Car parking
                                                        Bars / clubs                    
                                                          Modern style that contrasts   
                                                             Retail – large anchor store                                                      

                        One large complex filling space     

                                           -ve   
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+ve     FABB Questionnaire Analysis    -ve



� Multi-use open public space
� ‘Linked’ to the Marina and the retail areas nearby
� Peformance space, public art, art space, skate park,

bandstand, dog friendly area, small maze and
community garden

� Remove the Queen’s Parade car park and replace with
and introduce water based activities, sports, beach and
lido.
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Questionnaire - Public Space



� No absolute strong preference for either traditional or
modern, but a mixture

� Complimenting each other and with the local
townscape character

� Sustainable
� Acceptance there could be apartments but behind,

overlooking the site and the bay
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Questionnaire - Appearance



� Is an attraction and has potential for Bangor to further
exploit its built assets

� It was suggested that an approach of ‘what must we
remove?’ should be adopted

� There was broad support for retaining valuable built
heritage were possible
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Questionnaire - Built Heritage



� The retail area could be designed similar to the
Brighton Lanes, with independent shops and
boutiques, or The Shambles at York

 
� Reference also made of incorporating an anchor store

such as a Dunnes food store or John Lewis or a
Selfridges Local
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Questionnaire - Retail



� The commercial area designed to attract businesses
and create jobs

 
� A great site for offices, studio, and  IT suites
 
� Catalyst to bring more people into the town centre to

work, live and play!
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Questionnaire - Commercial



1. Theatre
2. Market
3. Gallery
4. Cafes/Restaurants
5. Tourist Office
6. Hotel
7. Museum
8. Casino
9. Cinema / Ice Rink / Bowling Alley/ Jungle Gym
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Questionnaire - Service Sector



� Something that will last, bring people to Bangor
 
� Something that excites the Bangor population, for all

ages, for families
 
� Something unique, enduring and weather proofed
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Questionnaire - An Attraction



� Masterplan the site and create separate development
opportunities with different architects and funding
within an overall, not to restrictive design framework.
Devolve individual sites and projects early to get
some development underway. 

 
� Social inclusion of the Project both during its

construction and its legacy.
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Questionnaire – A Plan



Conceptual ideas for development (1)

Grand Canal, Dublin. Martha Schwartz Partners.Walmer Crescent, Glasgow.

Cabot Circus, Bristol.



Conceptual ideas for development (2)

Bednarsk Saxon Court, London.

Victoria Square, Belfast.

Limerick Milk Market.

Reichstag Dome, Berlin.



Grosvenor Crescent, Edinburgh.

Umm El Fafem Museum . Whiteley’s, London

Nagaoka City Hall, Japan

Conceptual ideas for development (3)



Conceptual ideas for development (4)

Whangarei Town Basin NZ.

Den Haag.

Brighton Lanes.



Conceptual ideas for development - Unique

If the Queens Parade Development was to be unique, (something that
no other place has), what could that be?

Dezeen market Hall, Netherlands.

Design by Marco Casagrand.

Long beach California.

Covered Public Area.



� Multi Purpose development
� Small Retail Units
� Not large, but a few medium stores
� Tourist attractions / draw
� SME Office Suites / Studio Spaces
� Mixed Residential Housing / Apartments
� Civic / Cultural / Entertainment Space / a new Town Square

– Weatherproofed
� Theatre / Hotel / Galleries / Museum
� Connect with rest of town
� Something Unique
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A Quick Summary……….


